
PIPE & DRAPE 
BACKDROP 
  
    

Begin by securing the base pins in the appropriate base plate slots with the 
attached screws.    

SETUP INSTRUCTIONS 

Place your base plates with base pins pointing up, the correct length apart based 
on your desired configuration.  

Insert the open end of the upright over the pin on each base plate.  Place the 

rubber base weight on top of each base plate.  NOTE: Weights are 

recommended to increase stability. 

Adjust your crossbars to the desired length. 

Next, insert the hook end of the crossbar into the slot on top of the first upright.  

Attach the opposite end of the crossbar into the second upright.  Repeat this 

process for as many runs as desired.  For a finished look, you can carefully pull the 

drape on each end of the crossbars over the top of the uprights to cover the pole. 

 

UPRIGHTS 

3’ Upright (1.5” pin) * 

6’-10’ Adjustable Upright (1.5” or 2” pin) 

7’ Upright (1.5” pin) 

7’-12’ Adjustable Upright (2” pin) 

8’ Upright (1.5” pin) * 

8’-14’ Adjustable Upright (1.5” or 2” pin) 

8’-20’ Adjustable Upright (2” pin) 

9’-16’ Adjustable Upright (2” pin) 

*Standard Upright 

 

CROSSBARS 

2’-3’ Telescopic Crossbar 

5’ Crossbar 

3’-5’ Telescopic Crossbar 

6’-10’ Telescopic Crossbar * 

7’-12’ Telescopic Crossbar 

8’-14’ Telescopic Crossbar 

9’-16’ Telescopic Crossbar 

*Standard Crossbar 

  

BASE PLATES 

8” x 14” Base Plate (1.5” pin) 

14” x 16” Base Plate (1.5” pin) 

18” x 18” Base Plate (2” pin) 

24” x 24” Base Plate (2” pin) 

 

DRAPE 

Visit cortpartyrental.com for up-to-date 

drape fabric and color options. 

 

RECOMMENDED DRAPES PER SECTION 

Basic Banjo = 4 

Premier = 3 

Velour = 3 

Voile / Sheer = 4 

Pg 1 

Remove drape from provided linen bag(s).  String drape panels onto the 
crossbars using the sewn pocket, with all seams facing to the back taking care not 
to let drape hit the ground and get dirty.  Banjo, Premier and Voile drape: 4 
panels per 10’ crossbar length.  Velour drape: 3 panels per 10’ crossbar length.       

 

Finally, raise the uprights by lifting on the upper end of the upright until you 

reach your desired height.  NOTE: Ladders may be needed to safely setup some 

pipe and drape configurations. 

Adjust and puddle drape as needed for a completed look. 
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Begin by lowering the uprights by first lifting, then allowing the upright to slowly 
slide down, being careful not to pinch fingers or hands.   

Next, detach the crossbars on each end by lifting them up and out of the slots.  
Set you crossbars aside off the ground as not to dirty the drape.   

Stack all uprights and crossbars on cart with weights and bases. 

BREAKDOWN INSTRUCTIONS 

STEP 1 

STEP 2 

STEP 3 

Pg 2 

Remove the uprights from the base plate pins and set aside. 

STEP 4 

Remove base weights from base plates and stack on cart. 

STEP 5 

Unscrew the pins from base plates and replace screw into pin.  Stack base 
plates on cart with base weights. 

STEP 6 

Remove all drape from crossbars and place into provided linen bag. 

STEP 7 
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